Abstract vious measures can be easily derived. Analytical queueing network models of RAID performance [4,9, 12, 18, 19] deWe present and validate an enhanced analytical queueing veloped prior to [10] approximate only the mean response network model ofzoned RAID. The modelfocuses on RAID time of the system. We note that RAID performance can levels 01 and 5, and yields the distribution ofI/O request also be modelled using other techniques including simularesponse time. Whereas our previous work could only suption [4, 12], table-based [2] and black-box modelling [13]. port arrival streams ofI/O requests of the same type, the Our RAID model is developed in a bottom-up hierarchimodelpresented here supports heterogeneous streams with cal fashion. We begin by modelling each disk drive in the a mixture ofread and write requests. This improved realism array as a single M/G/1 queue. We then abstract the RAID is made possible through multiclass extensions to our exas a fork-join queueing network [3] in which each disk in isting model. When combined with priority queueing, this the array is represented by an M/G/1 queue. In an N-queue development also enables more accurate modelling of the fork-join network (see Fig. 1 ) each incoming job is split way subtasks ofRAID 5 write requests are scheduled. In into N subtasks at the fork point. Each of these subtasks all cases we derive analytical results for calculating not queues for service at a parallel service node before joining only the mean but also higher moments and the full distria queue for the join point. When all N subtasks in the job bution ofI/O request response time. We validate our model are at the head of their respective join queues, they rejoin against measurements from a real RAID system.
1. Introduction JE) T P2 1 Q, RAID systems are fundamental components of almost all modem data storage systems due to their ability to increase storage infrastructure performance and reliability in P QN a cost-effective manner. As a result they are now widely de- TW ployed at every level from personal home storage devices lRNJli to enterprise-scale storage area networks.
Choice of RAID level can critically affect the perfor- Figure 1 . Fork-join queueing model mance delivered by a storage system. It is therefore important to be able to predict performance of a given RAID The standard fork-join network directly models the beconfiguration for various I/O workloads. The present paper haviour of a RAID system in only a small number of aims to achieve this using an analytical queueing networkcases (e.g. full stripe I/O operations in RAID 0). Consebased model that extends our work in [10] .
quently, the fork-join model must be tailored to support the In the context of modem Service Level Agreements, effull range of I/O access patterns that occur when performfective performance prediction must provide the ability to ing read or write operations of different sizes on different reason not only about mean response times, but also higher RAID levels. In [10] we used this approach to develop moments and percentiles of response time. Therefore, our a preliminary analytical queueing model of RAID 01 and target in this work is the full cumulative distribution func-5 for homogeneous Poisson arrival streams. By homogetion of I/O request response time, from which all of the preneous we mean that all I/O requests are assumed to be ran-dom accesses of the same type (read/write) and size. Our queues are more abundant [14, 17, 18] but such results do focus at present is modelling RAID 01 and RAID 5 as these not permit higher moments or full response time distribuare the two most commonly used RAID levels.
tions to be calculated. Therefore, we have previously preThis paper presents a number of improvements to our sented [10] an approach using the maximum order statisinitial work which take us closer to modelling real-life tic [6, 1 1 ] to derive an approximation to the cumulative disworkloads. In particular, by introducing multiple classes tribution function of a fork-join queue's response time. into our model, we allow support for heterogeneous Poisson arrival streams in which I/O requests can have different 2.3. RAID Model types (read or write). By also introducing priority, we improve our RAID 5 write model to more authentically reflect A fork-join queue does not model all the intricacies of subtask scheduling within each RAID 5 write request.
a RAID system. The fork-join analysis defined above can The remainder ofthis paper is organised as follows. Seccalculate the response time cdf for read or write requests tion 2 briefly summarises the zoned disk drive and fork-join to an n-disk RAID 0 system in which each request consists queueing model previously presented in [10] . It also deof a multiple of n blocks. However, not every I/O request scribes the mathematical background needed to introduce leads to an access to all disks, being influenced by I/O remulticlass and priority queueing networks into our models.
quest size and type, and also by RAID level. In [10], we taiSection 3 presents our improved RAID 5 write model, as lor the fork-join approximation to model I/O operations on well as extensions for heterogeneous arrival streams. Secmirrored stripes (RAID 01) and distributed parity (RAID tion 4 validates all models against device measurements. 5). We summarise these models in the Appendix. taken into account is that modem disks are zoned, with Fw(t) P(W < t) more sectors on the outer tracks than inner tracks. Therem fore, a random request is more likely to be directed to a = ,P(W < t classi)P(classi)
(1) sector on an outer track. Similarly, zoning means that it is faster to transfer data on a track close to the circumference 2.5. Priority than the centre of the disk. The seek time and data transfer models must take these factors into account.
We also need to introduce priorities for I/O requests for In our model we use the seek time and rotational latency the specific purpose of improving our RAID 5 write model. probability distributions defined in [20] The second subtask writes the new data to the same b + 1 tasks: a pre-read (for subsequent parity update) followed disks. This request is given priority in the queue, so at least by a write of the partial stripe and new parity. If the partial one disk (the last to complete the pre-read) will have just stripe write follows some full stripe writes then the pre-read completed reading a data or parity block that now needs to follows immediately after the full stripe writes. However, be re-written. Therefore we add a full disk rotation (RmnX) the array must wait for all the pre-reads to complete and the into that disk's service time distribution. However, it is new parity to be calculated before the partial stripe writes likely that by the time the last disk has completed its precan be issued to the disks. These partial stripe writes are read, the remaining disks will have started servicing the then given priority over any other request in the disk queue.
next I/O request in their queues. These disks will need to The RAID 5 write model previously developed in [10] re-seek to write the new data and parity. Therefore, we asdoes not explicitly represent these two subtasks and instead sume that b disks seek again on the second request, while computes the cdf of the overall response time based on the only one disk needs a complete rotation. Since both sets of average of the service times of the pre-read and the partial subtasks access the same number of disks, the arrival rates to eac queueare yi yo -2L(b+i) stripe write. We therefore present a new RAID 5 partial to each queue are ni =o stripe write model which employs two classes of request to
The cdfs of the response times of the subtasks are then: separately model the pre-read and partial stripe write.
2A(b+i)
I b+i We assume that the arrival streams are composed of ran- We represent service time as the random variable X j If n-i < b < n-1, a large partial stripe write, then to _~~~~2 -n-1 ag ata tiewie hnt S + R + Tk, where S, R and Tk are defined in Section 2.1, minimise disk accesses the parity is calculated by reading and denote the number of blocks (stripe units) accessed by only from the disks that are not being written to. The new a request as b. Let Wd(t, y, p) define the cumulative distriparity is calculated by XOR-ing the data that will be writbution function (cdf) ofthe response time of a single M/G/1 ten with the data from the disks that will remain unchanged. queue (disk), where y is the arrival rate at an individual disk
The first subtask pre-reads n -1 -b blocks of data for the and p is the mean service rate.
calculation of the new parity. When all n -1 -b disks complete their pre-read, a new request is sent to the other b + 1 3.1.1. Multiclass Extension We denote the cdfs of the disks to write the new data and parity. Thus, the arrival response time of the pre-read subtask as Wi (t) and of the rates to each disk within each class are:
partial stripe write subtask as Wo (t). In a multiclass system, the total arrival rate to a queue (disk), y, is the sum of the
arrival rates to a queue for each class; thus y Yi + yo. Wwrite(t) = P(2W.< t) = P (W.< (2) ) at least one full stripe write, the first subtask includes the full stripe write and so will write to all n disks. The second 3.2. Heterogeneous Arrival Streams subtask is only the partial stripe write and hence will only write to bmod + 1 disks where bmod b mod (n -1). The Thus far, our RAID models assume homogeneous ararrival rates to each disk for each class are:
rival streams. Here we use multiclass queues to generalise these models for heterogeneous streams composed of both _' = O = (bmod+ 1) reads and writes. This is achieved using Equation (1) to n calculate the request response time cdf: In the case that a small partial stripe follows at least one full stripe write (b > n -1 and 0 < bmod < Iy1), the first W(t) =PreadWread(t) + (1 -Pread)Wwrite(t) subtask is made up of k =L ni block writes to each of the where Pread is the probability that a request is a read. n disks followed by pre-reads to bmod disks. The second We note that the arrival rate to the disk array used in [10] subtask writes the new data and parity to bmod + 1 disks.
and Section 3 must be modified. For RAID 01 the arrival The cdfs of the response times of the subtasks are:
rate at each disk is: Fig. 2(a) ) against block size for RAID 5 reads for differand a heavy load of AX 0.03 requests/ms (Fig. 2(b) ). For ent values of A (I).
write requests under light load, agreement between model and measurement is excellent, even for large block sizes. Under heavy load, agreement is excellent up to 7 blocks which is when the system starts to saturate. spawn further processes without the need for it to wait for For read requests under both loads we observe good previously-issued operations to complete. agreement for block sizes of less than 17, with a slight tendency for the model to overestimate for small block sizes. In order to validate the analytical model effectively, For larger block sizes, the model tends to increasingly unit was necessary to minimise the effects of buffering derestimate the measurements. This behaviour is interestand caching as these are not currently represented in the ing because it does not occur with RAID 01 writes or RAID model. We therefore disabled the RAID system's write-5 reads (see Fig. 3 ); we speculate that this is possibly beback cache, set the read-ahead buffer to 0 and opened the cause of the drive selection policy (which controls whether device with the 0_DIRECT flag set. For each of the experto read from a primary disk or its mirror) implemented by iments presented below, 100 000 requests were issued and the RAID controller. Our model assumes random choice the resulting means, variances and cumulative distribution of primary disk or mirror, but there are a number of other functions of the response times were calculated using the options; we intend to investigate further through measurestatistical package R. ments on RAID systems produced by other manufacturers. closest mean and variance to the measurements. Fig. 5(a) is a 2-block write with an arrival rate of 0.02 requests/ms; We validate our RAID 5 read model by comparing the the single class model gives the best mean and variance. measured and modelled mean response times in Fig. 3 . Re- Fig. 5(c) is a 14-block write with an arrival rate of 0.02 sults are presented for two values of A (0.01 and 0.02 rerequests/ms; the multiclass model gives the best mean and quests/ms) and for block sizes from 1 to 15. We generally variance. Fig. 5(b) is an 8-block write with an arrival rate see good agreement between model and measurement. of 0.01 requests/ms; the priority model gives the best mean We now validate our three models for RAID 5 partial and variance. stripe write requests against device measurements. We refer to the model presented in [10] as the single class model 4.3. Mixed Reads and Writes and to the two models presented here in Section 3.1 as the multiclass and priority models respectively.
In Fig. 4 mean response times are presented for the three To validate both our RAID 01 and RAID 5 models for different models against device measurements for increasmixed reads and writes, we consider arrival streams of ing block sizes and for arrival rates of 0.01 and 0.02 re-25% reads/75% writes, 5000 reads/50%r writes, and 7fo quests/ms. For small block sizes and loads, the single class reads/250 writes. Each of these streams was generated for model most often predicts means closest to the measured I 0.01 and 0.03 requests/ms and requests sizes between results. As block size increases, the means predicted by the 1 and 5 blocks inclusive. multiclass and priority models are closer to the measured results. For large block sizes, the multiclass model clearly 4.3.1. RAID 01 Table 2 compares modelled and meaoutperforms the other two models. However, the priority sured variances for this model. Fig. 6 presents the pdfs model means are reasonably close to the measured results and corresponding cdfs for 2-block mixed read and write for all block sizes. Table 1 contains means and variances requests for the three read/write combinations at an arrival for all cases. rate of AX 0.03 requests/ms. We observe excellent agree- Table 3 . Comparison of mean response times and variances for mixed read and write request streams for RAID 5.
4.3.2. RAID 5 In this section, we focus on the single certain types of I/O requests (e.g. RAID 5 mixed read and class write model as it was, in the case of 100% write rewrites), which we will investigate further. quests, the most accurate for small block sizes. Table 3 There are a number features which we still need to presents modelled and measured variances -note that the model in order to have a comprehensive model capable of results for 1 and 2-block requests for the 25% read arrival representing real I/O workloads. Firstly, caching is not yet stream at AX 0.03 requests/ms display saturation on the supported in our model. Secondly, we would like to sup-RAID system. We note that agreement between measured port sequential as well as random I/O, to better model the and modelled results is not as good as for RAID 01. In effects oflocality. Thirdly, we currently constrain the alignparticular, we observe that the measured mean response ment of RAID 5 write requests to start at the beginning of a times for 1 and 2-block requests are higher than for 4 and 5 stripe in all cases. In the future, we would like to allow for block requests, but that this does not occur in the modelled requests that start with a partial stripe, followed by further results. Furthermore, the measured mean response times data. Fourthly, all our models assume fixed request sizes for mixed reads and writes exceed the measurements for and we would like to extend them to incorporate distribu-100% writes (which are significantly larger than the meations of block sizes. Finally, we have assumed Markovian surements for 100% reads) for the same block size under arrivals in our model, and have generated request streams each load presented. This can be seen most clearly under that conform to this assumption for our measurements. We heavier loads and for higher percentages of write requests.
intend to compare the model response times with response We need to investigate further the performance ofthe RAID times generated from real I/O traces. system under mixed arrival streams to understand why such behaviour occurs.
